SAFETY EPFL CMi

Working at CMi BM+1 outside regular opening hours

When working in CMi BM+1 cleanrooms, and outside regular opening hours (Mon. – Fri. /7am - 7pm), everyone must wear a warning device which is available in the dressing room of CMi BM+1.

This system is programmed to either detect an action on the red button or to detect a horizontal position.

When the red button is pressed, emergency services are immediately alerted. In the case of horizontal positioning (e.g. person lying on the floor), 5 seconds of waiting time are observed before the system starts to vibrate. Then, 5 additional seconds can be used to cancel the emergency by pressing the black button; if not, emergency services are immediately alerted.

The blue button is not used.

In any case, it is possible to cancel a wrong action by calling N° 115.